
EVENDALE TRAFFIC CODE

ENFORCEMENT / IMPOUNDING Degree Payout
404.01   Compliance with police orders; fleeing; emergencies; school guards. M1 Appear Required
404.02   Resisting an enforcing official. M4 Appear Required
404.05   Freeway use prohibited by pedestrians, bicycles and animals. MM $100
404.10   Failure to obey arrest notice. MM $100
OBSTRUCTION AND SPECIAL USES OF PUBLIC WAYS
412.01A   Placing injurious material or obstruction in street. MM $100
412.01B  Placing injurious material or obstruction in street. M1 Appear Required
412.02   Zones of quiet. MM $100
412.03   Play streets. MM $100
412.04   Games and toy vehicles on roadway. MM $100
412.05   Parades and assemblages. MM $100
412.06   Regulating load limits and use of residential portion of Glendale-Milford Rd. by large 
commercial vehicles. MM $100
TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES
414.01   Obedience to traffic control devices. MM $100
414.02   Through streets; stop and yield right-of-way signs. MM $100
414.03   Traffic control signal terms and lights. MM $100
414.04   Signal to control lane direction of travel. MM $100
414.05   Pedestrian control signals. MM $100
414.07   Unauthorized signs and signals, hiding from view, advertising. MM $100
414.08   Alteration, injury, removal of traffic control devices. MM $100
PEDESTRIANS
416.01   Duties of pedestrians and drivers at crosswalks. MM $50
416.02   Right-of-way of blind person. MM $50
416.03   Right-of-way yielded by pedestrian; crossing roadways. MM $50
416.04   Moving in crosswalk. MM $50
416.05   Walking on sidewalks and streets. MM $50
416.06   Soliciting rides or business; riding on outside of vehicle. MM $50
416.07   Passing through bridge signals or railroad barriers. MM $50
416.08   Right-of-way of public safety vehicles. MM $50
416.09   Right-of-way on sidewalks. MM $50
416.10   Intoxication. MM $50
416.12B/C   Operation of electric personal assistive mobility devices. MM $50
416.12D   Operation of electric personal assistive mobility devices. MM $50
416.13   Operation of personal delivery device on sidewalks and crosswalks. MM $50
OPERATION GENERALLY
432.01   Driving upon right side of roadway; exceptions. MM $100
432.02   Passing to right when proceeding in opposite directions. MM $100
432.03   Overtaking, passing to left; driver's duties. MM $100
432.04   Overtaking, passing to right of vehicle. MM $100
432.05   Overtaking, passing to left of centerline. MM $100
432.06   Driving upon left side of roadway. MM $100
432.07   Hazardous or no passing zones. MM $100
432.08   Driving within lanes or continuous lines of traffic. MM $100
432.09   Following too closely. MM $100
432.10   Turning at intersections. MM $100
432.11   "U" turns restricted. MM $100
432.12   Starting and backing vehicles. MM $100
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432.13   Signals before changing course, turning or stopping. MM $100
432.14   Hand and arm signals. MM $100
432.15   Right-of-way at intersections. MM $100
432.16   Right-of-way when turning left. MM $100
432.17   Operation of vehicle at stop and yield signs. MM $100
432.18   Emergency or public safety vehicles at stop signals or signs. MM $100
432.19   Right-of-way of public safety or coroner's vehicle. MM $100
432.195   Driving while Appear Requiredroaching stationary public safety vehicle and certain 
other vehicles with flashing lights. MM $100
432.20   Right-of-way at private driveway, alley or building. MM $100
432.21   Right-of-way of funeral procession. MM $100
432.22   Driving and parking upon sidewalks, street lawns or curbs. MM $100
432.23   Driver's view and control to be unobstructed by load or persons. MM $100
432.24   Driving upon street posted as closed for repair. MM $100
432.25   Following and parking near emergency or safety vehicles. MM $100
432.26   Driving over fire hose. MM $100
432.27   Driving through safety zone. MM $100
432.28   One-way streets and rotary traffic islands. MM $100
432.29   Driving upon divided roadways. MM $100
432.30   Stopping for school bus; actuating visual signals; discharging children. UNC Appear Required
432.31   Driving across grade crossings. M4 Appear Required
432.32   Stopping at grade crossings. MM $100
432.33   Slow-moving vehicles or equipment at grade crossings. MM $100
432.34   Obstructing intersections, crosswalks or grade crossings. MM $100
432.35   "Peeling"; cracking exhaust noises. MM $100
432.36   Shortcutting across private property. MM $100
432.37   Entering and exiting controlled-access highway. MM $100
432.38   Driving through processions. MM $100
432.39   Failure to control; weaving course. MM $100
432.40   Use of alleys. MM $100
432.41   Boarding or leaving vehicle in motion. MM $100
432.42   Texting while driving prohibited. MM $100
432.43   Use of electronic wireless communication devices by minors or probationary drivers 
while driving prohibited. HCMC Appear Required
OVI ; RECKLESS OPERATION ; SPEED
434.01   Driving or physical control while under the influence. M1 Appear Required
434.011   Implied consent. M1 Appear Required
434.012   Immobilizing or disabling device violation. M1 Appear Required
434.02   Reckless operation on streets, public or private property. MM $219
434.025   Reasonable control. MM $100
434.03   Maximum speed limits; assured clear distance ahead.
       0-15 mph over the limit MM $100
       16-25 mph over the limit MM $120
       26-30 mph over the limit MM $140
       31 mph over the limit MM $219
       ACDA MM $100
434.04   Slow speed; posted minimum speeds. MM $100
434.05   Speed limitations over bridges. MM $100
434.06   Speed exceptions for emergency or safety vehicles. MM $100
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434.07   Street racing prohibited. M1 Appear Required
434.08   Vehicular homicide. HCMC Appear Required
434.09   Operation restricted for mini-trucks and low-speed, under-speed, or utility vehicles. MM $100
LICENSING ; ACCIDENTS
436.01A   License required. UNC Appear Required
436.01B   License required. M1 Appear Required
436.01D1  License required. MM $100
436.02   Possession of more than one license prohibited. M3 Appear Required
436.03   Driving with temporary instruction permit without licensed driver. M3 Appear Required
436.04   Certain acts prohibited. M3 Appear Required
436.05   Owner or operator allowing another to drive. UNC Appear Required
436.06   Display of license. M3 Appear Required
436.061   Presenting false name or information to law enforcement officer. M1 Appear Required
436.07   Driving under suspension or revocation. M1 Appear Required
436.071   Driving under suspension or in violation of license restriction. M1 Appear Required
436.072C1   Operating motor vehicle or motorcycle without valid license. UNC Appear Required
436.072C2   Operating motor vehicle or motorcycle without valid license. MM $100
436.073   Driving under OVI suspension. M1 Appear Required
436.074   Driving under financial responsibility law suspension or cancellation; driving under a 
nonpayment of judgment suspension. UNC Appear Required
436.075   Failure to reinstate license. UNC Appear Required
436.08   Operation or sale without certificate of title. M3 Appear Required
436.09   Display of license plates; registration; obstructions. MM $70
436.10   Use of illegal plates. M4 Appear Required
436.11   Failure to stop after accident. M1 Appear Required
436.12   Stopping after accident on other than public roads or highways. M1 Appear Required
436.13   Vehicle accident resulting in damage to realty. M1 Appear Required
436.14   Vehicle obstructing after collision. MM $100
436.15   Gathering at scene of accident. MM $100
436.16   Failure to report an accident. MM $100
436.17   Giving false information. UNC Appear Required
SAFETY AND EQUIPMENT
438.01   Driving unsafe vehicles; Appear Requiredlication. MM $70
438.02   Lighted lights; measurement of distances and heights. MM $70
438.03   Headlights on motor vehicles and motorcycles. MM $70
438.04   Tail light; illumination of rear license plate. MM $70
438.05   Rear red reflectors. MM $70
438.06   Safety lighting on commercial vehicles. MM $70
438.08   Red light or red flag on extended loads. MM $70
438.09   Lights on parked or stopped vehicles. MM $70
438.10   Lights on slow-moving vehicles; emblem required; lights and reflectors on multi-
wheel agricultural tractors or farm machinery. MM $70
438.11   Spotlight and auxiliary lights. MM $70
438.12   Cowl, fender and back-up lights. MM $70
438.13   Two lights displayed. MM $70
438.14   Use of headlight beams. MM $70
438.15   Lights of less intensity on slow-moving vehicles. MM $70
438.16   Number of lights permitted; red and flashing lights. MM $70
438.17   Focus and aim of headlights. MM $70
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438.18   Motor vehicle and motorcycle brakes. MM $70
438.19   Horn, siren and theft alarm signal. MM $70
438.20   Muffler; muffler cutout; excessive smoke, gas or noise. MM $70
438.21   Rear-view mirror; clear view to front, both sides and rear. MM $70
438.22   Sign or poster upon windshield; windshield wiper. MM $70
438.23   Limited load extension on left side of passenger vehicle. MM $70
438.24   Motor vehicle stop lights. MM $70
438.25   Bumpers. MM $70
438.27   Television sets in view of driver prohibited. MM $70
438.28   Vehicles transporting preschool children. MM $70
438.29   Use of child restraints. MM $144
438.30   Additional safety lights and reflectors. MM $70
438.31A   Occupant restraining device required. MM $70
438.31B   Occupant restraining device required. MM $60
438.31C   Occupant restraining device required. MM $60
438.31D   Occupant restraining device required. MM $100
438.32   Use of tinted glass or other vision obstructing materials restricted. MM $70
438.33   Air bags. M1 Appear Required
COMMERCIAL AND HEAVY VEHICLES
440.01   Load limits. MM $100
440.02   Maximum width, height and length. MM $100
440.03   Wheel protectors. MM $70
440.04   Vehicles transporting explosives. MM $100
440.05   Towing requirements; exceptions to size and weight restrictions. MM $100
440.06   Loads dropping or leaking; tracking mud; removal required. MM $100
440.07   Vehicles with spikes, lugs and chains. MM $100
440.08   Occupying travel trailer or manufactured home while in motion. MM $100
440.09   Route and load information. MM $100
440.10   Shifting load; loose loads. MM $100
DRIVERS AND COMMERCIAL CARS OR TRACTORS
442.02   Permitting or driving while fatigued or ill prohibited. MM $100
PARKING GENERALLY
452.01   Prohibition against parking on streets or highways. MM $50
452.02   Police may remove illegally parked vehicle. MM $50
452.03   Prohibited standing or parking places. MM $50
452.04A/C   Manner of parallel and angle parking; handicAppear Requireded persons. MM $50
452.04F1   Manner of parallel and angle parking; handicAppear Requireded persons. MM $280
452.05   Willfully leaving vehicles on private or public property. MM $50
452.055   Parking prohibitions on private property; private tow-away zones. MM $100
452.06   Unattended vehicles; duty to lock ignition, remove key, set brake, etc. MM $50
452.07   Opening doors on side available to traffic. MM $50
452.08   Selling, cleaning or repairing vehicle upon roadway. MM $50
452.09   Truck loading zones. MM $50
452.10   Bus stops and taxicab stands. MM $50
452.11   Parking in alleys and narrow streets; exceptions. MM $50
452.115   Parking in posted fire lanes. MM $50
452.12   Night parking of commercial and heavy vehicles in residential districts. MM $100
452.13   Parking on undedicated streets. MM $50
452.14   Parking on parade route. MM $50
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452.15   Registered owner prima facie liable for unlawful parking. MM $50
BICYCLES AND MOTORCYCLES
474.02   Riding upon seats; carrying packages; motorcycle handle bars; helmets and glasses. MM $100
474.03   Attaching bicycles, motorcycles to other vehicles. MM $100
474.04   Riding on right side of roadway; riding abreast. MM $100
474.05   Lights, signal devices, brakes on bicycles. MM $100
474.06   Bicycle operation generally. MM $100
474.07   Reckless operation; control, course and speed. MM $100
474.08   Parking of bicycle. MM $50
474.09   Operation of motorized bicycles. MM $100
474.12   Electric bicycles. MM $100
SNOWMOBILES, OFF HIGHWAY MOTORCYCLES AND ALL-PURPOSE VEHICLES
476.02   Equipment. MM $119
476.03   Code Appear Requiredlication; prohibited operation. M3 Appear Required
476.05   Licensing requirements of operator. M3 Appear Required
476.06   Accident reports. M3 Appear Required
672.12 Possession , sale and use of Fireworks M1 Appear Required
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